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THE LAMENT OF CERES. 
A Free Translation of the Four concluding Stanzas of 

Schillr's " KLAGE DEnt CERES." 

FOR THE DUBLIN PENNY JOURNAL. 

Now the autumn dies, and winter's blast 
From the north is chillily returning : 

Leaf and flower their brilliant hues have cast, 
And ia nakedness the trees are mourning ; 

Therefore firom Vertumnnus' lavish horn 
Slowly, silently, the gift I take, 

Overcharged with life,-the golden corn,-- 
As mine offering- to the Stygian lake. 

Into earth 1 sink the seed with sadness, 
And it lies upon my daughter's heart; 

Thus a symbol of my grief and gladness, 
Of my love and anguish I impart. 

When the handmaid hours, in circling duty, 
Once again lead round the bowery spring, 

Then upbounding life and newborn beauty, Unito all that died the sun shall bring,, 
Lo ! the gerin that lay to eyes of mortals 

Longwhile cofined by the earth's cold bosom, 
Blushes as it bursts the elayey portals, 

With the dyes of heaven on its blossom I 
A4the stem in triumph skyward towers, 

Bashfully the fibres shun the light: 
So, to rear my tender ones, the Powers 

Both of heaven and earth in love unite I 

Halfway in the realmhn where life rejoices, 
Hallway in the nightworld of the tomb, 

These to ine are blessed herald-voices 
Wafted earthward from the Stygian gloom. 

Yea, though dungeoned in the hell of hells, 
Would I, from the black abysm infernal, 

HI-ear the silver peal whose music swells 
Now from these my blossoms young and vernal, 

Sinning that where old in rayless blindness 
dloomily the mourner-phantoms move, 

Even there are bosoms filled with kindness, 
Even there are hearts alive with love I 

O, my flowers! that round the mead so sunny, 
Odour-loaded, freshly bloom and blow, 

Here I bless you! May ambrosial honey 
Ever down your chalice-petals flow I 

Flowers i I'll steep you in celestial light, 
Blent with colors from the rainbow borrowed, 

All your bells shall glisten with the bright 
Hues that play around Aurora's forehead! 

So, whene'er the days of springtime roll, 
When the autumna pours her yellow treasures, 

May each bleeding heart and loving soul 
Read in you my mingled pains and pleasures ! 

CLARENCEr. 

AN CIENT IRISH LITERATURE. 
CORMAC'S GLOSSARY. 

This cur.ious remnant of ancient Irish Literature has 
been so often referred to in our preceding numbers, that 
our readers must necessarily feel some curiosity to be ac- 
quainted with its contents, and with the evidences on 
which its claims to authenticity rest. Before we proceed 
to examine the contents of the work itself, it will be found 
necessary to.show that the arguments of Ledwich, who 
made great exertions to prove that this Glossary was a 
fofgery, are as baseless as he himself was unqualified, to 
examine its contents. 

That mighty reformer of Irish History, speaking of 
this Glossary, has the following words : 

" As to Cormac's Glossary, Lynch says that it was the 
work of Cairbre Liffechair, A.D. 279; Colgan, as good 
authority, ascribes it to Cormae Ulfada, A.D. 257. 
O'Conor, who published Ogygia Vindicated, 1775, and 
was well acquainted with Irish literature, had never seen 
this Glossary, and fears it was lost to the public. How- 
ever, it is said to have been printed in the last century, 
by O'Clery, one of the Four Masters. Lynch and Col- 

go ar Dketter iforme~ thwa later ntiquaries, auda.iter 

give the composition to Cormac of Cashel, but to others 
who lived six hundred years before Cormac. But even 
Lynch and Colgan are romancing, when they suppose let. 
ters known or common in the third century. " Grant that Cormac M'Cuilenan was author of a 
Glossary in the tenth century, was not this to serve as an 
interpreter to the precedent Irish language, grown obso- 
lete in his time ? This is the common idea of the use of 
a glossary, and it evinces the fluctuation and corruption 
of the language. It is now nine hundred years since 
Cormac writ this pretended glossary; has the Irish tongue 
suffered no alteration in such a lapse of ages ? It must 
have astonishingly changed, when we are assured by the 
author of an Irish Grammar, that the Irish language of 
four hundred years back, is totally different from the pre- 
sent in sense and orthography. Let the reader mark the 
words sense and orthography, and draw his conclusion 
as to the authenticity of this impudent andl blundering 
forgery. I should not have detained the reader so long, 
were not Cormac's Glossary and Psalter constantly ap- 
pealed to as authentic literary monuments." 

In this extract, Lednvich, while lie shows his disgust to 
every thing Irish, makes a curious display of his own ig- 
norance, and I might almost say, stupiditiy. 

First, he states that Lynch ascribes this work, called 
" Cormac's Glossary," to Cairbre Liffechair. Here he 
shows either ignorance or dishonesty, and as the former 
is more creditable to his memory, I shall attribute it to 
his ignorance; for Lynch, in the page of Cambrensis 
Eversus to which he refers, speaks not of " Cormac's 
Glossary," but of " C'ormac's Iuistructions to his son Cair- 
bre Liffecliair." 

I refer the reader 
to No. 27, 

pp. 
213, 214-, of this 

Journal, where I have collected all the historic evidences 
concerning Cormac Ulfada, and given specimens of his 
Instructions to his son Cairbre; and it will be seen that 
that tract is totally different from this Glossary; and 
therefore, he, who was not capable of distinguishing the 
one from the other, was but ill qualified to pass an opinioxt 
upon the authenticity or antiquity of either. 

Colgan refers to the same Tract, not to Cormac's 
Glossary. 

Ledwich 
says, n O'Conor had never seen this Glossary." 

Here the antiquary confounds Cormac's Glos'sary with 
the Psalter of Cashel. 

Charles O'Conor, in page 161 of Ogygia Vindicated, 
to which this historic charlatan refers, writes the follow- 
ing note :- 

" This PsaLTER OF CGASHEL was begun by Cormac 
M'Cuilenan, King and Archbishop of Munster, about the 
year 900, and was continued by other collectors after his 
death. Duald M'Firbis had the perusal of it, and very 
probably it was the copy which his friend, Sir James WVare, 
possessed. We are atiaid that this valuable collection is 
now lost to the public." 

Not a word about Cormac's Glossary ; and still from 
this very passage Ledwich boldly infers- 

"O'Conor, who published Ogygia Vindicated, in 1775, 
had never seen this Glossary."! 1 (0 tempora!) 

O'Conor never hinted at his not having seen this Glos- 
sary-far from it. In giving the derivation of .Erin, he 
says, that the conjecture of the King of Munster was in- 
genious, when he derived it from Iber, western, and&ayon, 
an island. 

A historian is not to be condemned if he quote autho- 
rities faithhfully, and draw even subtle conclusions. But 
when he falsities his authorities, and then drawrsinferences 
unfavourable to the people of whom he writes, he should 
be considered as influenced by malevolent feelings, not 
as a historian searching after truth. 

" However, it is stated to have been printed in the last 
century, by O'Clery, one of the Four MIasters." A Glossary was printed and published by O'Clery, at 
Louvain, A.D. 1643, but this was O'Clery's own compi- 
lation from amtieeit glossaries, as stated in his prefixed 
preface, not Cornmac's Glossary. 

The remainder of Ledwhic's grumbling against this 
Glossary, amounts to this:- 

ThiGlossary is said to have been written in the tenth 
cen 

t,:: 
to explain Irish words grown obsolete'in that 

age; we ire informetl ky the author of a Irish 
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Grammar, that the Irish language of four hundred years 
back, is totally different from the present in sense and or- 
thography : therefore if this Gloss' ry were written in the 
tenth century, it could not be intelligible now ; and as 
quotations from it are given and translated in our time, it 
canll ot be the work of so early an age. 

In reply to this half reasoning I say, that the work 
was not to serve as an interpreter to the PRECEDENT Irish 
language, but to give the derivation of Irish words most 
of which were then, and now are, in constant use; where- 
fore the learned O'Flaherty calls it the Etymological Book 
of Cormac, Bishop and King of Munster. The language 
is ancient, and EXTREMELY diffcult, and many parts of it 
are perfectly unintelligible to those who read and under- 
stand only the modern Irish language. 

Ledwich's exclamations against this work are wild in 
the extreme; and in order to show the shallowness of his 
remarks, I shall set down here a few quotations from the 
Glossary, showing that parts of it might be quoted and 
understood, were it even the production of the third cen- 
tury. 

It begins with the word ADAM, which is explained by 
the Latin, "honzo vel terrigena, vel truncus." 

" Antichristus Grmece dicitur quod est Latin` contrarius 
Christo : ant; Graec6, contra Latine significat." 

'a) ijnn, ab eo quod est amznum" .J. a)An. 

"t(d ftped, i.e. a)rpenbac, ay co Grmec ex- 
cel3us Latini dicitur." 

"(Lne (the name of a territory) de nomine <One 
jn5ene eoafbl." 4 d)(lnge .j. ilnge ar, vel absque lingua .J. cen 
ljs, abnte .J. e )tn tengabb." 

" tnnaec .J. anbto , i. e. non bat, non bonum 

tDO Ebraic6 bonum interpretatur; bpO6 Ebraice ma- 
hum interpretatur." 

"' buananb, quasi mater erat na an." 
" bo, (a cow,) nomen de sono factum est sum vocis." 

"~ ananban me ty .j. 
cenbujbe amlia boj j 

njng 
mnannb. DO be luamaqe Ir bee boj 1n 

S4Itoalpt bOomrpn. Po h0nbab trpja nemgnact 
(.J. t1ja gnaiuogapb jy njme .). In eol)p) pn ua 
no bejt n 

. t-ronenb acolr Jn bonenb aco7 )n 
tan n0oer coecobab cectoat be art pe; Inde 
Scotici Britonesque eum Deum vocaverunt maris, eum 

filium maris esse dixerunt, i. e. mac lj)j. De nomine 
Manandan Insula Monandain dicta est." 

From these quotations it is evident that many passages 
in this Glossary are quite intelligible to a Latin Scholar, 
and that by the assistance of the Latin part he might, 
without much difficulty, learn the signification of the 
Irish. 

As far as the mere explanation of words is concerned, 
this Glossary is not so unintelligible as Ledwich thought 
it should be if it were the production of the tenth cen- 
tury. It must be acknowledged, however2 that many 
quotations given in this Glossary from the SEANCHUS MOR, 
and other tracts of the ancient laws of Ireland, and from 
the poetry of writers of the 7th and 8th centuries, are 
extremely difficult and unintelligible to all except those 
who have made ancient Irish lore their particular study 
and pursuit. 

The orthography, and even syntax of many passages 
in this Glossary, though quite different from the modern 
language of Ireland, are not however so disguised as to be 
altogether unintelligible, as we shall make appear in our 
next article upon this curious remnant of ancient Irish 
lore, which still remains as a kind of index to works which 
time has hurled into the gulph of oblivion. 

The Irish language has not suffered such violent changes 
as Ledwich endeavoured to prove; all our Irish scholars 
have asserted the contrary-as the learned O'Flaherty, 
in Ogygia, and Ogygia Vindicated; and Charles O'Conor, 
of Belanagare, in a note upon Ogygia Vindicated, p. 20, 
where he has the following words :- 

" The Scotic language suffered, indeed, no alteratios 
.~cept udFha ~tMeouF gf tim necssarily iutrolduce~s 

into every aving tongue : new words are introduced, others 
become obsolete, and some innovations are made in the 
phraseology. When we compare the language of Brogan, 
Fiagh of Slebty, Columb-Kille, and other writers of the 
sixth century, with that of the writers of the tenth and 
eleventh, we will easily discover instances of such varia. 
tions ; and we have reason to wonder that the number is not 
considerable. Through the disuse of the Scotic language 
in the courts of the kings of Scotland, since the tenth 
century, and the neglect since that age of preserving it 
in Schools and literary compositions, tht phraseology of 
the British Scots has suffered the corruptions unavoidable 
in dialects learned solely by the ear. It is thus in the 
dialects of the Vulgar Irish at present, although it be little 
more than a hundred years since the Schools wherein the 
Irish language hath been taught in its purity, have failed.-- 

Og.ygia 
Vindicated, p. 20. 

JOHN O'DoNOVAN. 

ANCIENT IRISRH WAR CLUB, 

I The unique and hitherto undescribed implement of war, 
of which the above woodcut is an exact representation, 
was found, some years since, in the county of Roscommon, 
and is now in the possession of Mr. Underwood, of 
Sandymount. It is of bronze, hollowed, so as to receive 
a handle at one end, and, perhaps a ball or spear at the 
other. Like all our very ancient weapons, its workman- 
ship is of distinguished excellence ; and we have not found 
any thing resembling it in the published antiquities of any 
other country. 

That the ancient Irish had war clubs called crannibh, 
appears from old authorities: in an insurrection in the 
Friary of St. Saviour, (county of Dublin,) in 1381, we are 
informed that some of the brethren were armed with 
clubs. (Mon. Hib. p. 208.) P. 

CURIOUS FACT. 

Many years ago, a man named Owen Cunningham, 
was employed by a gentleman in Mourne, to dig up a 
sallow tree of considerable magnitude, that encumbered 
a plarticular part of his garden. In the course of the work, 
the man was surprised to find at the bottom of the tree, 
a vessel which adhered firmly to its 'oots. On raising it 
up, it proved to be an anker of Geneva, which some 

person had buried there at a remote period, and had for. 
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